
Model: CH-V118F

HOT & NORMAL WATER DISPENSER
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A.SAFETY INSTRUCTION

6I. TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
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The packaging material used is recyclable; we recommend that you separate 

plastic, paper and cardboard and give them to recycling companies.  

According to WEEE (Waste of Electrical and Electronic Equipment) guidelines, 

waste from electrical and electronic devices should be collected separately. If 

you need to dispose of this appliance in the future, do NOT throw 

it away with the rest of your domestic garbage. Instead, please 

take the appliance to he nearest WEEE collection point, where 

available.



A. SAFETY INSTRUCTION

B.FUNCTION INTRODUCTION
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1. This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and 

    persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of 

    experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision or instruction 

    concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards 

    involved. Children shall not play with the appliance.

    Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without 

    supervision.

2. This appliance is intended  to be used by expert or trained users in shops, in 

     light industry and on farms,  or for commercial use by lay persons.

3. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its

     service agent or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.

4. The appliance must not be cleaned by a water jet.

5. The appliance is suitable for indoor use only.

6. WARNING: Keep ventilation openings, in the appliance enclosure or in the 

    built-in structure, clear of obstruction.

7. WARNING: Do not use mechanical devices or other means to accelerate the

    defrosting process, other than those recommended by the manufacturer.

8. WARNING: Do not use electrical appliances inside the food storage 

    compartments of the appliance,  unless they are of the type recommended by 

    the manufacturer.



C.
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cups box
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tap of normal water

tap of hot water

power pilot lamp

heating pilot lamp
top cover

bottle supporter water collector

heating switch

power cord

outlet of hot water



1.  Keep this machine in place of dry and avoid direct sunshine. 

     Rear of the machine should be no more than 75mm against 

     from the wall. Never put the machine on paper or foam, which 

     may cause unstable condition, Never put anything flammable 

     beside this machine.
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D. OPERATION INSTRUCTION

5. This appliance should work under environment of temp from 10℃~43℃

6. This appliance is not suitable for installation in an area where a water jet could 

    be used.



7. If the supply cord is damaged,  it must be replaced by

    the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified 

    persons in order to avoid a hazard.
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H.MACHINE INSTALLATION

   1-2. screw onto the lower middle hole.

   3.fix themachine on the table or the ground. 



CH-V118F

КУЛЕР 
ДЛЯ ВОДЫ ГОРЯЧЕЙ И КОМНАТНОЙ ТЕМПЕРАТУРЫ



CH-V118F

CH-V118R
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